2 June 2014

Heather Dryden
Chair, Governmental Advisory Committee

Re: NGPC Meeting of 14 May 2014

Dear Heather:

I am pleased to inform you that the ICANN Board New gTLD Program Committee (NGPC) met on 14 May 2014 and, among other things, adopted another iteration of a scorecard in response to open items of GAC advice. The scorecard, available here,\(^1\) disposes of many of the remaining open items of GAC advice from Beijing, Durban, Buenos Aires, and Singapore. In addition, the NGPC took action on the GAC’s advice regarding .AMAZON (and related IDNs in Chinese and Japanese). The resolution addressing the GAC’s advice regarding .AMAZON is available here.\(^2\)

With the adoption of these resolutions, there remain only a handful of GAC advice items to resolve:


The NGPC will continue to provide updates on its work to respond to the remaining open items of GAC advice from Beijing, Durban, Buenos Aires and Singapore.

Best regards,

Stephen D. Crocker, Chair
ICANN Board of Directors

---

2. [https://www.icann.org/resources/board-material/resolutions-new-gtld-2014-05-14-en#2.b](https://www.icann.org/resources/board-material/resolutions-new-gtld-2014-05-14-en#2.b)